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Abstract 

In this paper, we present a new approach of the genetic algorithm for solving bicriteria transportation 
problem with fuzzy coefficients. The transportation cost and transportation time were considered and d~scribed 
as fuzzy data. The Priifer number encoding based on a spanning tree is used to representing the transportation 
graph. The criterion of feasibility for a chromosome was designed. The ranking fuzzy numbers with integral 
value was used to evaluate chromosomes. Finally, numerical experiments will be shown the efficiency of the 
proposed algorithm. 
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1 Introduction 
The real-world situations are often not so deterministic. Thus precise mathematical models are not enough 
to tackle all practical problems. To deal with imprecision/uncertainty, concepts and techniques of probability 
theory are usually employed. And a common problem of these imprecision conditions is the difficulty for 
determining the proper values of model parameters. Fuzzy set theory has been applied to techniques of linear 
and non-linear programming, integer programming, multicriteria decision-making and so on. It helps to improve 
oversimplified (crisp) models and provides more robust and flexible models for real-world complex systems. On 
the consideration of practical models, it is necessary to use fuzzy numbers to represent the imprecise conditions. 
One way of handling such uncertainty in decision making is fuzzy mathematical programming. Kaufwann and 
Gupta (6] firstly examined fuzzy transportation problem considering fuzzy coefficients. 

Recently, there are many investigations using evolutionary approaches to solve the variety transportation 
problems. Michalewicz et al. [10, 13] firstly discussed the use of genetic algorithm (GA) for solving linear 
and nonlinear transportation problems. They used these problems as an example of constrained optimization 
problems, and investigated how to handle such constraints with GA. The matrix representation was used to 
construct a chromosome and designed the matrix-based crossover and mutation in their investigation. Gen 
et. al. [3] further extended Michalewicz's works to bicriteria linear transportation problem and bicriteria solid 
transportation problem. They embedded the basic idea of criteria space approach in evaluation phase so as to 
force genetic search towards exploiting the nondominated points in the criteria space. Also they investigated 
multicriteria solid transportation problem in fuzzy environment by genetic algorithm approach [7]. Jimenez et 
al. [4] presented the formulations for interval and fuzzy solid transportation problem. And proposed a genetic 
algorithm based on three-dimensional matrix representation which can be applied to find a" good" fuzzy solution 
to the fuzzy solid transportation problem [5]. 

However, in more real-world transportation problems to be solved it will have a large-scale problem. For 
the problem with m origins and n destinations the matrix-based representation for a solution requires m x n 
memories in the evolutionary process. It requires so much memories in the development of implementation, and 
will be spent more computational time. So the spanning tree-based genetic algorithm was proposed by Li et al. 
for solving linear bicriteria transportation problem and the computational simulation results were given that 
proposed spanning tree-based genetic algorithm is better than the matrix-based genetic algorithm [8]. 

In this paper, we present a solution method for solving bicriteria transportation problem(BTP) with fuzzy 
coefficients. Transportation problem as a special type of the network problems has a special data structure in 
solution characterized as a transportation graph. We focus on this special graph and utilize the Priifer number 
[1] encoding based on a spanning tree which is adopted as it is capable of equally and uniquely representing all 
possible trees. Using the Prtifer number representation the memory only requires m + n - 2 on the problem. 
Transportation problem have separable set of nodes that from origins and destinations. From this point, we 
design the criterion for feasibility of the chromosome. For ranking the fuzzy numbers, we use a ranking method 
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Figure 1: Illustration of a basis on the transportation tableau and the transportation graph. 

offuzzy numbers with integral value (9). The mixed strategy with (J.t+ >.)-selection and roulette wheel selection 
is used. The proposed algorithm can find Pareto solutions for the bicriteria transportation problem with fuzzy 
coefficients in the criterion space. Finally, numerical experiments will be shown the efficiency of the proposed 
algorithm. 

2 Problem Description 
In some transportation systems, the influence of the traffic complication on the transportation system induce 
that some or all of the coefficients of objectives are not exactly known with certainty frequently occur in practice. 
For example as transportation cost, delivery time, and so on. 

Consider the following two objectives: minimizing total transportation cost and minimizing total delivery 
time. Let c!i be fuzzy data representing the transportation . cost of shipping one unit that from origin i to 
destination j, c;j be fuzzy data representing the delivery time of shipping one unit of tne product t.hat from 
origin i to destination j, ai be the number of units available at origin i, and bj be the number of units demanded 
at destination j . This problem with m origins and n destinations can be formulated as follows: 

m n 

min Zl = L L cfjXij 
i=l j=l 
m n 

min Z2 = 2:.: 2:.: c;jXij 
i=1 j=l 

n 

s.t. LXij$ai, ·i = 1,2,· ··,m 
j=l 
m 

LXij2:bj, j=1,2,···,n 
i=1 

Xij 2: 0, \:I i, j 

where Xij is the unknown quantity to be transported from origin i to destination j . 
Transportation problem has some characteristics in solution: 

(1} it has m+ n- 1 basic variables and they correspond to some cell in the transportation tableau, 
(2) the basis must be transportation tree, that is, there must be at least one basic cell in each row and in each 

column of the transportation tableau and 
(3) the basis should not contain a cycle. 

It is illustrated with one of basis solution in Figure 1. 
Denote that origins 1, 2, ... ,m as the components of the origin set 0 = {1, 2, .. . ,m} and denote that des-

tinations m + 1, .. . m + n as the components of the destination set D = {m + 1, ... , m + n} . Obviously, the 
transportation problem has m + n nodes and m x n edges. 

Here, we assume a balanced tra.nsportation problem that the total supply ~~~1 a i is equal to total demand 
~7=1 bj. Because the unbalanced transportation problem with a dummy origin or a dummy destination can be 
converted to a balanced transportation problem. 

In a multiobjective context, criteria are usually conflicting each other in nature and the concept of optimal 
solution gives place to the concept ofPareto optimal(efficient, nondominated, or non-;nferior) solution.:: . Denot-
ing the feasible set in decision space by F, for the multicriteria optimization we can get the following definition 
of Pareto optimal solution. 
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Pareto optimal solution: 
A solution x = (x•il is said to be a Pareto optimal solution if and only if there does not exist another 
x E F such that 

zq(x) ~ zq(x) \fq and zp(x) # zp(x) 3p. 

In this paper, Pareto optimal solutions are determined based on the ranked values of fuzzy objectives and 
genetic algorithm is used to search this kind of Pareto optimal solutions. In the fuzzy environment, the Pareto 
optimal solutions are defined as follows: 

Definition 1: A solution x = (Xij] is said to be a Pareto optimal solution for fuzzy BTP if and only if there 
does not exist another x E F such that 

R(zq(x)) ~ R(zq(x}) \fq and 
R(zp(x)) t= R(zp(x)) 3p. 

where R(·) is called ranking function, and zq is fuzzy number of q-th objective value. 

Several methods for ranking fuzzy numbers have been proposed (6], (9). In this paper, the integral value of 
fuzzy number is used as ranking function. In next section we will explain the expression for integral value of 
fuzzy number and the criteria of ranking fuzzy numbers. 

3 Ranking Fuzzy Numbers 
Here, we use the Lion and Wang's method to rank the fuzzy numbers. This method ranks fuzzy numbers, which 
can be triangular, trapezoidal, with integral value instead of a relative value. The left integral value is used to 
reflect the pessimistic viewpoint and the right integral value is used to reflect the optimistic viewpoint of the 
decision-maker. A convex combination of right and left integral values through an index of optimisni is caHed 
the total integral value. Denote h(A) and lR(A) are left and right integral value for a triangular fuzzy number 
A= (a1, a2, a3). The total integral value I~(A) of the fuzzy number A with a degree of optimism a of a decision 
maker is 

alR(A) + (1 - a)h(A) 
1 
2(aa3 + a2 + (1 - a)a1] (1) 

when a E (0, 1] is given. A large a indicates a higher degree of optimism (9] . Especially, when a = 0, the total 
integral value tj.(A) which represents a pessimistic decision maker 's viewpoint is equal to the left integral value 
of A, i.e. h(A). For an optimistic decision maker, i.e. a= 1, the total integral value I.}(A) is equal to lR(A). 
And for a moderate decision maker, a= 0.5, the total integral value becomes J~·5 (A) = ~[IR(A) +h(A)] which 
the integral value is same as ordinary representatives [6]. 

This total integral value of fuzzy numbers is used as the ranking function. For any fuzzy numbers rL and Aj, 
we have the following criteria for ranking fuzzy numbers: if I.f(A;) < J.f(.A.j), then A;< A3; if J.f(A:;) = I.f(Aj), 
then Ai = A3; if I.f(A;) > I~(Aj), then A;> Aj. The more full details of the method refer to reference [9] . 

4 Spanning Tree-based Genetic Algorithm 
4.1 Representation 
The genetic representation is a kind of data structure which represents the candidate solution of the problem in 
coding space. Usually different problems have different data structures or genetic representations. Transporta-
tion graph in Figure 1 can be represented as a spanning tree such as in Figure 2. 

For a complete graph with p nodes, there are p<P-2l distinct labeled trees. This means that we can use only 
permutation of p - 2 digits in order to uniquely represent a tree with p nodes where each digit is an integer 
between 1 and p inclusive. For any tree there are always at least two leaf nodes. 

Priifer number is one of the node encoding for the tree. It can be used to encode a transportation tree. The 
constructive procedure for a Priifer number according to a tree is as follows: 

Procedure: Convert Tree to Priifer Number 
Step 1. Let i be the lowest numbered leaf node in tree T . Let j be the node which is the predecessor of i. 

Then j becomes the rightmost digit of Priifer number P(T), P(T) is built up by appending digits to the 
right; thus, P(T) is built and read from left to right. 

Step 2. Remove i and the edge (i, j) from further consideration. Thus, i is no longer considered at all and if i 
is the only successor of j, then j becomes a leaf node. 

Step 3. If only two nodes remain to be considered, then P(T) has been formed, stop; else return to Step 1. 
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P(l) = [ 1 7 2 2 7 3] 

Figure 2: A spanning tree and its Priifer number 

Each node in the transportation problem has its quantity of supply or demand, which are characterized as 
constraints. Therefore to construct a transportation tree, the constraint of nodes must be considered. From a 
Priifer number, an unique transportation tree also is possible to be generated by the following procedure: 

Procedure: Convert Priifer Number to Transportation Tree 

Step 1. Let P(T) be the original Priifer number and let P(T) be the set of all nodes that are not part of P(T) 
and designed as eligible for consideration. 

Step 2. Repeat the process (2.1)-(2.5) until no digits left in P(T). 

(2.1) Let i be the lowest numbered eligible node in P(T). Let j be the leftmost digit of P(T). 

(2.2) If i and j are not in the same set 0 or D, then add the edge (i,j) to tree T . Otherwise, select the 
next digit k from P(T) that not included in the same set with i, exchange j with k, and add the edge 
(i, k) to the tree T. 

(2.3) Remove j(or k) from P(T) and i from P(T). If j(or k) does not occur anywhere in the remaining 
part of P(T), then put it into P(T). Designate i as no longer eligible. 

(2.4) Assign the available amount of units to Xij = min{Q.i, b;} (or Xik = min{ai, bk} ), where i E 0 and 
j, kED to the edge (i, j) (or (i, k)). 

(2.5) Update availability ai = Q.i - Xij and b; = b;- Xij (or bk = bk - Xik). 

Step 3. If no digit remain in P(T), then there are exactly two nodes , i and j still eligible in i''(T) for 
consideration. Add edge ( i, j) to tree T and form a tree with m + n - 1 edges. 

Step 4: If no available amount of units to assign, then stop. Otherwise, there are remaining supply r and 
demands, add edge (r, s) to tree and assign the available amount of units Xrs = ar = b8 to edge. If there 
exists a cycle, then remove the edge that assigned zero flow. A new spanning tree is formed with m+ n- 1 
edges. 

To illustrate this encoding, we can consider the transportation problem of Table 1 where the supplies, 
demands and costs are indicated. Obviously, there are four origins(plants) and five destinations(warehouse). 

Table 1: Supplies, demands and costs for transportation problem 

plants \ warehouse 4 5 6 7 8 supply 
1 4 4 3 4 8 8 
2 5 8 9 10 15 19 
3 6 2 5 1 12 17 

demand 7 12 6 9 10 44 

The Priifer number with 6 digits given in Figure 2 can be taken as a feasible solution (or chromosome) for this 
example. 

In Figure 2, the Priifer number [ 1 7 2 2 7 3] corresponds to a spanning tree on a 8-node complete graph. The 
construction of the Priifer number is described as follows: Locate the leaf node having the lowest number. In 
this case, it is node 4. Since node 1 is incident to node 4 in the tree, assign 1 to the first digit in the permutation, 
then remove node 4 and edge (1,4). Now, node 1 is the lowest numbered leaf node and node 7 is incident to it, 
assign 7 to the second digit in the permutation and then remove node 7 and edge (1,7). Repeat the process on 
the subtree until edge (3,8) is left and the Priifer number of this tree with 6 digits is finally produced. 

Conversely, the corresponding tree using the Priifer number can be constructed. As the node 4,5,6 and 8 
are not included in P(T), let P(T) be the set of them as P(T) = { 4, 5, 6, 8}. Node 4 is the lowest number in 
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Figure 3: Illustration of crossover and offspring 

P(T). Node 1 is left most digit of P(T). Check this two digit 1 and 4, they are not in the same set that 1 E 0, 
4 E D. Add edge (1,4) to the tree, remove node 4 from P(T) and leftmost digit 1 of P(T) leaving P(T) =[ 7 2 2 
7 3 ]. Because node 1 does not occur in the remaining part of P(T), put it into P(T) = {1, 5, 6, 8} . Assign the 
available amount of units to x14 = min{a1, b4} = min{8, 7}=7. Update a1 = 8- x 14 = 1 and b4 = 7- x 14 = 0. 

Secondly, node 1 is now the lowest digit in P(T) and node 7 is the leftmost digit in remaining P(T). Since 
1 E 0 and 7 E D, add edge (1,7) to the tree, remove 1 from P(T) and the leftmost digit 7 from P(T) leaving 
P(T) =[ 2 2 7 3 ]. Assign the available amount of units to Xl7=min{1,9}=1. Update a1 = 1- x 17=0 and 
b7 = 9- X17=8. 

Repeat the process until P(T)=[ 3] and nodes 7 and 8 are in P(T). Add edge (3 ,7) to the tree, remove the 
last digit 3 of P(T) and node 7 from P(T) . As node 3 no longer occurs in the remaining P(T), it needs putting 
into P(T) leaving P(T) = {3, 8}. Finally, P(T) is empty and only nodes 3 and 8 are in P(T). Add edge (3,8) 
to the tree, then assign the remaining amount to X38 as 10, and stop. The tree in Figure 2 is formed . 

4.2 Initialization 
The initialization of a chromosome(a Priifer number) is performed from that randomly generated m+ n- 2 
digits in range [1, m+ n]. However, it is possible to generate an infeasible chromosome that is not adapted to 
generate a transportation tree. 

Priifer number encoding is not only capable of equally and uniquely representing all possible spanning tree, 
but also explicitly contains the information of node degree that any node with degree d will appear exactly d- 1 
times in the encoding. This means that when a node appears d times in Priifer number, the node exactly have 
d + 1 connections with other node. 

We design the handling for feasibility of the chromosome with the following criterion: Denote that so and SD 

are the sum of connections of nodes which are included in set 0 and D respectively from P(T). Also we denote 
that so and SD are the appearing times of those nodes in F(T) and included in set 0 and D, respectively. If 
so+ so= BD+ SD, then P(T) is feasibility. Otherwise P(T) is infeasible. 

4.3 Genetic Operators 
Here, the one-cut-point crossover operator is used. It is illustrated in Figure 3. For avoiding unnecessary 
decoding from which an infeasible chromosome(a Priifer number) may be generated after crossover operator, 
we add the criterion for feasibility of the chromosome. A Priifer number via this criterion is always feasible and 
can be decoded into a corresponding transportation tree. 

The inversion and displacement mutations are used. Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate the inversion and 
displacement mutation operators. The inversion mutation selects two positions within a chromosome at random 
and then inverts the substring between these two positions. The displacement mutation selects a substring at 
random and inserts it in a random position. This two mutation operators always generate feasible chromosomes 
if the parents are feasible, because the criterion so+ so = sv + sv is unchanged after these operations. 
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Figure 4: Illustration of inversion mutation 
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Figure 5: Illustration of displacement mutation 

4.4 Evaluation and Selection 
In this approach, the evaluation procedure consists of two steps: 

(1) convert a chromosome into a tree, and 

(2) calculate each objective function. 

procedure: evaluation 
begin 

T +- {0}; 
p+- 0; 
define F(T) according to the P(T); 
repeat 

select the leftmost digit from P(T), say i; 
select the eligible node with the lowest 
numbered from f>(T), say j; 
ifi,j E 0 or i,j E D then 

select next digit from P(T) not in the set 
with j, say k; 
exchange k with ·i and take ·i +- k; 

end 
assign the flow: 

Xij +- min{ai,bj}, i E O,j E D; 
T +- T u { Xij}; 

z1 (T) +- z1 (T) + c[jXij; 

z2(T) +- z2(T) +cfixiii 
update available amount: 

ai +- ai - Xiji bj +- bj - Xiji 

remove i from P(T); 
remove j from f>(T); 

225 
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if i does not occur anywhere in remaining 
P(T) then put ·i into F(T); 

end 
p+--p+l; 

until( p ::; m+ n - 2) 
assign the flow for r, sE F(T): 

Xrs +-- min{ar,b8 }, rE O,s E D; 
T +--TU {Xrs}; 
z1 (T) +-- .Z1 (T) + c;.xrs; 
z2(T) +-- z2(T) + c;.xr.; 
repeat 

if a; > 0, V i and bj > 0, V j then 
assign the flow: 

Xij +-- min{a;,bj}, i E O,j E D; 
T +--TU {x;j}; 
update available amount: 

a; +-- ai- Xij; bj +-- bj- Xij; 

end 
zl(T) .-- z1 (T) + ci1 x;1 ; 

.Z2(T) +-- z2(T) + cfJxii; 
until(no available amount) 
if there exists a cycle then 

find edge with zero flow and remove it; 
end 

end 

Fitness function: the fitness function is derived with following way. 

(1) Choose the solution points which contain the minimum I-T(z~•in) (or the maximum I-T(z~a"') ) that cor-
responding to each objective function value, and then compare with the stored solution points at the 
previous generation and select the best points to save again. 

(2) Solve the weights for each objective function and construct the fitness function. 

1: _ ro(-max(t)) _ Jo( - min(t)) 
Uq - ~T Zq T Zq , 

8q 
{3q = "'2 8 ' q = 1 ' 2 

Dq=l q 

2 

q = 1,2 

eval(Tk) = LfJqi-T(zq(Tk)), V k 
q=l 

In the selection procedure, we use the mixed strategy with (J.£ +>.)-selection and roulette wheel selection can 
enforce the best chromosomes into the next generation. 

4.5 Overall Procedure 
Let P(t) be a population of chromosomes, C(t) be the generated chromosomes in current generation t, and E(t) 
be the Pareto solution set generated up to current generation t. 
overall procedure: 
begin 

t <-- 0; 
initialize P(t); 
evaluate P(t); 
determine E(t); 
while (not termination condition) do 
begin 

recombine P(t) to generate C(t); 
evaluate C(t); 
update E(t); 
select P(t + 1) from P(t) and C(t); 
t +-- t + 1; 

end 
end 
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5 Numerical Experiment 
The computer simulations were experimented with the following problem where the coefficients of the problem 
were described as triangular fuzzy numbers(TFN) given Table 2. 

Table 2: TFN of Coefficients in first example with 3 origins and 4 destinations 
1 2 3 4 

objective k c~. c;? c;, c~ o, 
(1, 2, 3) (1, 2, 3) (5, 7, 9) (6, 7, 9) 8 

1 (1, 1, 2) (6, 9, 12) (2, 3, 5) (3, 4, 5) 19 
(6, 8, 10) (7, 9, 10) (2, 4, 6) (5, 6, 8) 17 
(3, 4, 5) (2, 4, 6) (1, 3, 5) (2, 4, 6) 8 

2 (3, 5, 7) (6, 8, 9) (7, 9, 9) (8, 9, 12) 9 
(4, 6, 8) (1, 2, 3) (4, 5, 6) (1, 3, 3) 17 

D· 11 3 14 16 44 

• obtained solutions with optimistic degree(alpha=O) 
• obtained solutions with moderate degree(alpha=O.S) 
• obtained solutions with pessimistic degree(alpha=1) 

350 

300 
<0 • .a 
"' 250 > .. 
<0 

·~ • 
" • 
" 200 ;0' • 0 

"" •• •• § 150 
" ... ~ .... : 100 

50 
50 100 150 200 250 

first objective value 

Figure 6: Obtained solutions with three degrees of optimism ((}) in first example 

The coded algorithm was run by 30 times with best mechanism( crossover rate Pc=0.2 and mutation 
rate Prn=0.5) with three different degree of optimism, i.e., (}=0, 0.5, 1. The results with population size 
30 and maximum generation 1000 are shown in Figure 6 which are found in the Pareto frontier. The 
Pareto solutions were obtained based on integral value of each objective function value. The obtained 
8 Pareto solutions on the optimistic case are given as follows: 

(1) solution matrix: 
5 3 0 0 
6 0 0 13 
0 0 14 3 

its corresponding objective values are z1 = (96, 
148, 209), z2=(202, 258, 334), integral value of 
the objective value is (I~(z1), I~(z2))= (74.00, 
129.00), and P(T)=[6 1 4 2 2] . 
(3) solution matrix: 

5 3 0 0 
6 0 13 0 
0 0 1 16 

its corresponding objective values are z1 =(122, 
161, 235), z2=(150, 232, 256), integral value of 
objective value is (IJ].(zl),I~(z2))=(80.5, 116), 
P(T)=[1 4 2 6 3]. 

(2) solution matrix: 
0 3 0 5 
11 0 0 8 
0 0 14 3 

its corresponding objective values are z1 =(111, 
158, 224), Z2=(172, 238, 314), integral value of 
the objective value is (I~(z1 ),IJ].(z2 ))=(79.00, 
119.00), P(T)= [6 2 1 6 2]. 
(4) solution matrix: 

0 3 0 5 
11 0 8 0 

0 0 6 11 

its corresponding objective values are z1 =(127, 
166, 240), Z2=(140, 222, 266), integral value of 
objective value is (J~(i1 ), I¥(.z2 ))=(83, 111), 
P(T)=[5 2 2 6 3]. 
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(5) solution matrix : 
0 3 5 0 

11 0 8 0 
0 0 1 16 

its corresponding objective values are z1 = (137, 
176, 250), Z2=(120, 207, 246), integral value of 
objective value is (Ifj,(z1) , Ifj,(z2))=(88, 103.5), 
P(T)=[7 2 1 6 2]. 
(7) solution matrix; 

0 0 
11 0 

0 3 

6 2 
8 0 
0 14 

its corresponding objective values are z1=(160, 
202, 276), z2=(116, 201, 242), integral value 
of objective value is (Ifj,(z1), Ifj,(z2))=(101, 
100.5), P(T)=[5 2 2 6 1]. 

(6) solution matrix: 
0 2 6 0 

11 0 8 0 
0 1 0 16 

its corresponding objective values are z1=(146, 
186, 260), z2=(l16, 203, 242), integral value of 
objective value is (Ifj,(z1),Ifj,(.Z2))= (93, 101.5), 
P(T)=[2 6 1 5 3] . 
(8) solution matrix: 

0 0 8 0 
11 0 6 2 
0 3 0 14 

its corresponding objective values are z1 =(160, 
204, 276, z2=(116, 199, 246), integral value of 
objective value is (Ifj,(zl),I&(.z2))=(102, 99 .5), 
P(T)=[4 3 4 1 1] . 

Table 3: TFN of Coefficients in the second example with 6 origins and 9 destinations 

objective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
k cf, c~? c~"l c". c~, c~ c~7 c~A c7a 

(1, 1, 3) (1, 2, 3) (5, 7, 9) (6, 7, 9) (2, 4, 5) (6, 7, 8) (4, 5, 6) (1, 3, 5) 789 
(1, 1, 2) (6, 9, 12) (2, 3, 5) (3, 4, 5) (7, 9, 10) (6, 7, 8) (2, 4, 6) (3, 5, 8) (5 , 6, 7) 

1 (6, 8, 10) (7, 9, 10) (2, 4, 6) (5, 6, 8) (5, 6, 8) (1, 4, 5) (6, 9, 11) (3, 5, 7) (8, 9, 12) 
(5, 6, 7) (1, 4, 5) (8, 9, 11) (3, 5, 7) (3, 5, 7) (6, 8, 10) (7, 9, 9) (8 , 9, 12) (9, 11, 13) 
(2, 4, 5) (6, 7, 8) (4, 5, 6) (1, 3, 5) (10, 13, 15) (8, 9, 10) (2, 5, 7) (4, 7, 9) (7, 8, 9) 

(7, 9, 11) (3, 4, 6) (2, 5, 7) (4, 7, 9) (7, 8, 9) (5, 7, 9) (9 , 12, 15) (3, 4, 6) (5, 8, 10) 
(3, 4, 5) (2, 4, 6) (1, 3, 5) (2, 4, 6) (10, 13, 15) (8, 9, 10) (2, 5, 7) (4, 7, 9) (7, 8, 9) 
(3, 5, 7) (6, 8, 9) (7, 9, 9) (8, 9,12) (1, 4, 5) (8, 9, 11) (3, 5, 7) (3, 5, 7) (6, 8, 10) 

2 (4, 6, 8) (1, 2, 3) (4, 5, 6) (1, 3, 3) (6, 9, 12) (2, 3, 5) (8, 9, 10) (2, 5, 7) (4, 7, 9) 
(6, 8, 10) (7, 9, 10) (2, 4, 6) (5, 6, 8) (9, 12, 15) (3, 4, 6) (5, 8, 10) (8, 9, 11) (3, 5, 7) 
(5, 6, 7) (1, 4, 5) (8, 9, 11) (3, 5, 7) (5, 7, 9) (9, 12, 15) (3, 4,6) (5, 8, 10) (3, 4, 6) 
(2, 4, 6) (6, 7, 8) (4, 5, 6) (1, 3, 5) (4, 7, 9) (7, 8, 9) (5, 7, 9) (9, 12,15) (3 , 4, 6) 

D J 11 3 14 16 8 6 10 20 9 

The second example has 6 origins and 9 destinations. The both coefficients of the two objectives are 
representing as triangular fuzzy numbers given in Table 3. The used genetic parameters were tested and 
selected as best mechanism for the problem that crossover rate Pc = 0.2 and mutation rate Pm = 0.5, 
and run by 30 times. Figure 7 shows that the comparison between the three degrees of decision maker 
which are optimistic, moderate and pessimistic degree. The computat ion results indicate that when 
the decision-maker determine this transportation project based on the optimistic degree (n = 0), the 
objective value is smallest on this problem. So the decision-maker can obtain the range of objective 
value that he/she expected under imprecise conditions . 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented a spanning tree-based genetic algorithm for solving bicriteria transportation 
problem with fuzzy coefficients. In the bicriteria space, the Pareto solutions were determined based on 
the ranked value of fuzzy objective values, and spanning tree-based genetic algorithm was used to search 
this kind of Pareto solutions . The proposed spanning tree-based genet ic algorithm can find the Pareto 
solutions with different degree of optimism that from decision-maker. The computer results indicated 
that the obtah1ed solutions were different with difference degree, and thereby the decision region was 
formed which easy to determine the their decision. The proposed genetic algorithm also can be adapted 
to other transportation problem with spanning tree structure. 
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